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Let 5; be an oriented 2-dimensional foliation on a compact manifold M, 
and su;)pose that TS, the tangent bundle to 9, is equipped with a 
Riemannian metric. If moreover 9 is. equipped with a transverse invariant 
measure. /i, then A. Connes [2,3] has defined “average Betti numbers” of 
the leaves of 9 relative to A, which we will denote /lo, p,, and j12; and a 
special ~:ase of Connes’ general index theorem for foliations is the following 
“Gauss- -Bonnet” result: 
where X(x) denotes the Gaussian curvature function of the leaves and 2 
denotes the measure on A4 obtained by combining the transverse measure 
n with .he leafwise volume. 
The Itetti numbers /lo, /?i, and p2 appearing in (1) may be thought of as 
average i with respect to ,4 of contributions coming from the leaves of the 
foliatior . For a compact leaf the contribution to (1) is a positive multiple 
of the c rdinary Euler characteristic; for a non-compact leaf the contribu- 
tion to (1) is non-positive, since the contribution to Do and pZ is zero 
because an infinite volume complete manifold admits no non-zero L* 
harmonc functions. Thus one gets the following 
COROLLARY [3]. If the set of spherical leaves is A-null, then the average 
curvatwe of the leaves is non-positive, i.e., 
I k(x) d&x) < 0. 
Recer tly this corollary has been generalized by E. Ghys [S]. The state- 
ment of Ghys’ result is the same: if the set of spherical leaves is n-null, then 
j k(x) d I(x) d 0. But Ghys assumes only that the transverse measure /i is 
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harmonic in the sense of Garnett [4]. Invariant transverse measures are 
harmonic, so Ghys’ result generalizes Conner+‘. 
Ghys’ proof depends on a careful study of the uniformization of the 
leaves of F considered as Riemann surfaces. In this note we will give an 
alternative proof of Ghys’ result. In fact, we will prove that the Gauss- 
Bonnet formula (1) continues to hold even if A is only a harmonic 
transverse measure. 
The key ingredient in the proof is the following lemma. Let X be an 
oriented 2-manifold of bounded geometry, and let A = A, @ A, @A, be the 
Laplacian on differential forms. For an integral operator A operating on 
differential forms on X, let tr(A) and tr,(A) denote the local trace and 
supertrace of A, which are functions on X. Then we have 
LEMMA. Let $ be a Schwartz-class function on R+. Then 
tr,kWA)) = A0 tr(lClkf,)). 
Proof We claim first of all that it is enough to prove the lemma under 
the additional hypothesis that X is compact. Indeed, those functions 1+5 such 
that y + 1+5( JJ’) has compactly supported Fourier transform are dense in the 
Schwartz space; since both sides of the equation are continuous functions 
of $ in the topology of Schwartz space, we may as well assume that 
y + y5(v2) has compactly supported Fourier transform. If this is so, then 
the finite propagation speed method ([ 11; cf. [7]) shows that the functions 
tr,(A$(A))(x) and A, tr($(A,))(x) at a point x of X depend only on the 
geometry of some ball in X around x; so we may as well compactify X 
outside this ball. 
Now, assuming that X is compact, we analyse the operator $(A) by 
spectral theory. Let fo, f,, f2, . . . be an orthonormal basis of L2(X) consist- 
ing of eigenfunctions for A,, with corresponding eigenvalues 0 = 1, < A1 < 
A,< . . . . By Hodge theory, the space L2(T*X) of square-integrable l-forms 
has an orthogonal direct sum decomposition as 
where H denotes the space of harmonic forms, E the space of exact forms, 
and C the space of co-exact forms. This decomposition is respected by A 1 ; 
and moreover, an orthonormal basis for the space E is given by the l-forms 
(Ai)-"* Vfi (i' 1, 2, . ..). 
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on deccmmposing the l-form term and observing that A,t,b(A,),,= 0. By 
Poincari: duality the two terms in the outer brackets are equal. Thus 
\;=I i=l / 
~2 iz, ICl(li)(fiAofi- lVYl12) 
= izl $(A) A&C) =A, tr(lCl(Ao)). 
This colnpletes the proof of the lemma. 1 
To se: how this lemma will lead to a proof of the generalized version of 
Connes’ Gauss-Bonnet theorem, recall that the transverse measure A 
defines ;t weight T on the foliation algebra C,m(M, 9) by the formula 
z(A) = j (tr k)(x) d(x). 
Here k is the kernel representing the operator A, and the local trace tr is 
taken lesfwise. If A is invariant, r is a trace; it is denoted Tr, in [7]. Now 
in [7, I. 4631, Connes’ index theorem is deduced from four assertions 
(i)-(iv), of which the only one that involves r is assertion (ii). So the 
Gauss-llonnet theorem for harmonic measures will follow if we can prove 
the verl:ion of (ii) appropriate for this case, namely that for certain 
Schwartz-class functions 4, the “super-trace” 
is indep:ndent of the parameter t, where r, denotes the “super” version of 
r and A is the leafwise Laplacian on forms. But 
(a/a’) d4(fA)‘) = 2W4(tA) cUtA)) 
= 2 j tr,(All/(A)) dl (where KY) = Q(w) 4’(w)) 
= 2 j Adtr(Wd)) & 
= 0, 
(by our lemma) 
for since ,4 is a harmonic measure, s (A, g) d;l” = 0 for any smooth function 
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g on M and tr(vQ(&)) is smooth (for the functions $ appearing in the 
proof) by Theorem (2.1) of [ 73. 
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